Doping Behind Injuries Of ARod, Says Yankees
Alex Rodriguez is fighting against many troubles these days. After being banned for 211 games
by the Major League Baseball, the Yankees slugger decided to deflect attention by filing a medical
malpractice suit against the team medic, Dr. Chris Ahmad. But this lawsuit comes to Yankees as a
happy surprise as they can argue that it was the use of illegal steroids by Rodriguez that caused
his injury in the first place.
It is believed that the doctor in question incorrectly diagnosed a hip injury that was suffered by A
Rod during the playoffs last year. The slugger had surgery on his left hip and was sidelined until
July. According to a team insider, Yankees are of the view that it was the use of illegal steroids
that caused his hip injury. The team insider has revealed that Alex initially complained about his
right hip and there was no mention of the left hip and the suggestion that the Yankees and Dr.
Ahmad were in cahoots to misdiagnose Alex are absolutely ridiculous. In case the baseball
slugger decides to proceed with a medical malpractice suit, the Yankees will start a very thorough
identification process that will include the medical records of Rodriguez that will be filed with the
court and made available to the public.
The source also revealed that the Yankees are fed up with Rodriguez and these outrageous
claims being made by his advisers and they are attempting to once again deflect attention from
the real issue, Alex’s use of steroids. It was also disclosed by the source that the team would
immediately seek to depose Alex and force him to answer under oath about his use of steroids if
the case goes to trial and added that Alex Rodriguez will have to answer the questions truthfully
and under penalty of perjury.
In a statement about the pending lawsuit, the Yankees said we relied upon Dr. Christopher
Ahmad and the New YorkPresbyterian Hospital for medical diagnosis, opinions, and treatment. It
added the Yankees neither had any complaints from Alex Rodriguez pertaining to his left hip
during the 2012 regular season and the Yankees postseason, nor did the Yankees receive any
diagnosis pertaining to his left hip during that same period of time. It was also disclosed that given
the various allegations that have been made by Alex Rodriguez and his counsel, if you have any
medical questions they should be directed to the New YorkPresbyterian Hospital and Dr.
Christopher Ahmad.
Meanwhile, Alex Rodriguez has remarked that he has told his outspoken handlers to freeze the
scorching rhetoric amid his epic fight against the doping ban imposed on him. Rodriguez
remarked there are so many great stories going on in baseball, and for us, we really just want to

focus on playing good baseball, and 100 percent have all the questions be about baseball. The
slugger added if there are any questions in the future that are not about baseball, the interview will
end at that moment. ARod recently authorized attorney Joe Tacopina to accuse the Yankees of
playing Rodriguez in 2012 while being aware he had a “hole in his hip” in order to get out from
under his contract.

